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  We arrived about 12:30pm to rain,
drizzle, a cloud ceiling at about 100
to 200 feet, low visibility and
gererally dismal conditions.  Bands
of rain moved through the valley
periodically, dashing hopes that the
day launch was going to happen.
Several of us milled around in the
rain; talking, swapping stuff, trying
to keep a good attitude towards the
weather.  Several of the group voted
to call it a day.
  We were just about to pack it in
when things started to look a little
better and we went onto the field to
set up for a few small model
launchers.  As the day wore on, the
weather improved and the skies
cleared over the launch site, but still
looked pretty grey and omimous
over the mountian ridge to the east.
We ended up having a GREAT flying
day!
  We shut the daylight range down
on time at 5:30pm, and changed over
the set up for the night launch by
adding a cluster pad, a micro maxx
rack, red lens light sets, perimeter
ropes with cylumes, the range head
lantern and removed or put away all
the unnecessary equipment.
  All this was completed by 6:30pm
so we broke for dinner and prepping
of our night launch models.
  We had 10 flyers with a bunch of
models, which started flying about
7:40pm. The night launch range
stayed open until 9:15pm.
  The finial almost-flight of the day
was a Rob Edmonds dual thunder
glider combo that CATO’d on the

pad. But he had a couple very
interesting LED and cylume
illuminated boost gliders flying
during the night, including a Deltie
Thunder bedecked with a string of
flashing LED’s.
  I personally flew all 6 of my micro
maxx night launch vehicles and a 24
LED lit UFO on a C6, but by that time
I was just whipped so didn’t fly any
of my bigger stuff. Just as well as
Vince Pearman landed his very
impressive D12 and E9 powered BT-
80 model on its third flight into the
pond. He got it back, but a little
soggy!   The Ha family launched
several rocekts during the night
launch, with a mixture of cylumes
and the magnetic rave jewelry that
Tom found.
  Dr. Chris Kidwell flew his
nightlaunch.com luminescent strip
model on a F25-6 that managed to
find in the dark the tallest tree on the
far side of the pond just at the park

NARHAMS Night Launch 2003
By John McCoy, NAR

!

boundry. The Jarkeys had a G
powered strobe illuminated flying
saucer model that was very cool, but
was lost it in the high brush and
brambles.
  All in all, a great night launch! I
can’t believe I was just too tired to
setup my 4 and 5 D12 clusters.
Keep em Flyin’!
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association of
Rocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling
Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket club
in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers
of all ages, abilities, and interest. We are
committed to providing the most current,
up-to date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining information.
ZOG -43 is published monthly and is
available to anyone on a subscription basis.
Current rates are $10 for meeting pickup or
email or $15 for postal mail U.S. Funds for
12 issues a year, payable to NARHAMS
  Material in ZOG -43 is not copyrighted.
Free and unlimited reproduction is granted
with the proper credit to the author and/or
ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-43
or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit an
article, send them to :

ZOG-43, 5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5,
Columbia, Md. 21044
E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com

ZOG-43 is edited by Kevin Johnson, and is
a seven-time winner of the  NAR/LAC
“Rockwell” Trophy, recognized as the best
NAR section newsletter.

Years won: 1969, 1973, 1975, 1990, 1991,
1992, & 2003

Zog-43 staff typist is none other than
Jennifer Ash-Poole a.k.a. Secretary to the
Stars !

Photographs: by Kevin Johnson, except
where noted.

ZOG-43 is produced on a Compaq Evo PC
with a Pentium 4 processor using Adobe
PageMaker.  Masters are printed on a Canon
ImageRunner 5000 copier/printer.

This Edition: 35 copies

NARHAMS ON THE WORLD WIDE
WEB

   http://www.narhams.org

Send and receive E-mail with other
NARHAMS members through NARHAMS

Web page grouplist via yahoo-groups.

ZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYZOG  ROYAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURTAL COURT
( NARHAMS OFFICERS )

ZOGZOGZOGZOGZOG  (President)

Jennifer Ash-Poole     410-674-
6262

Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog Vice Zog (Vice-President) Jim
Filler

COLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTCOLLECTOR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROR OF THE  ROYOYOYOYOYAAAAALLLLL
TTTTTAXESAXESAXESAXESAXES  (Treasurer)

Ed Pearson    301-577-7775

     KEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLKEEPER OF THE HOLY WY WY WY WY WORDSORDSORDSORDSORDS
( Secretary )

Chris Kidwell  571-434-7507

COURCOURCOURCOURCOURT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTERT JESTER  (Section
Advisor)

Khim Bittle      301-293-2399

NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state of
Md., Washington DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section
of the National Association of Model
Rocketry (NAR) and we are the oldest
continuously active model rocket club in
the United States, first established as a high
school club in 1963, changing our name to
NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR
section in 1965. NARHAMS is the only
four time winner of the NAR “Section of
the Year” award.

Years won: 1997,1998,1999, 2001

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd. in
Greenbelt Md. The launches are open to
the public and are held the first  Sunday of
every month (weather permitting), starting
at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the second
Saturday of every month at Middletown
Recreation Park in Middletown Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective new
members to our monthly meetings. They are
held on the first Friday of the month from
7:30 to 9:30 PM at the College Park Airport
Annex Building. Dues are 10 cents a week,
with an initial 50 cents up front (good for 5
weeks) as a sign of good faith.

NEW: Monthly meetings available on-line
via chat-room , simply go to the
NARHAMS homepage and click on the
link.

Directions to College Park
Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to the
Operations Building, the annex building is
adjacent to the “Ops” building.
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October 2003
President’s Message
Following in the footsteps of a good
president can be difficult. I know Don
moved the club forward on some
things, and tried to get us to move
forward on others.
  Before him, there was Jim Filler,
and Tom Lyon. I have only known
NARHAMS to have 3 presidents
since I joined the club in 1995, and
they were all fine leaders. I hope I can
live up to their legacy.
  I also hope that this finds you with
electricity, dry engines, and no
damage to property. Hurricane Isabel
didn’t live up to the wind and rain,
but she certainly lived up to the trees
falling and power out. I was glad to
hear from several NARHAMSters
that survived, and some even built

rockets by generator (or would that
be candlelight?). Just remember, we
are all here to support you, and if
anyone needs anything, just pipe up.
  We will soon have our calendar set
for the next year, and I hope we have
something on there for everyone. If
not, speak up! We may be able to
plan something for you. There are
lots of things going on, and I hope
to see you at one of the events. You
don’t have to make all of them, but
an extra pair of hands is always
welcome, and you never know, you
might enjoy it. It’s all part of paying
forward.

Queen Jennifer Zog Bubbles
Bulldog (Don’t all monarchs have
like 3 names anyway?)

Night Launch Photos
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  I mentioned a couple of meetings
ago that Netflix had the Spacecraft
Films DVD’s available for renting so
I put the 3 disc Project Gemini set in
my rental queue. Let me tell you
these discs are amazing! If you were
at the January build/launch and saw
the Mighty Saturn discs that Doug
Pratt had, you know how much
archival footage Spacecraft has
found and transferred to DVD.
  If you have interest in the Gemini
project, in general or want some
excellent footage to document a scale
model of any of the Gemini flights, I
highly recommend you
pester your neighborhood rental store
to pick them up.
Disc 1
  This disc contains an excellent
documentary that gives highlights
from each mission, from the 1st
unmanned flight to the culmination
of the project with the splashdown
of Gemini XII. In between it
chronicles the then longest flight, 1st
spacecraft dockings, highest altitude,
and the beginnings of EVA.
  There is plenty of launch and on
orbit footage in the documentary
alone, including several up close
views of the Agena targets and Atlas-
Agena boosts.
  Bonus features on disc one include
more archival footage (most without
audio) of Titan II missile launches
(including on board footage of stage
separation), astronaut survival
training, NASA publicity shots, and
the interior of the Gemini spacecraft
showing the position and detail of all
of the instruments.
  Can anyone say “super detail 1/24
scale Gemini capsule?” I thought you
could.

Discs 2 and 3
  These discs
are where the
real history
hounds will get
their fill of
NASA archival
footage. Each
mission is

documented with several different
launch camera feeds, extensive on
orbit film shot by the astronauts, as
well as recovery footage from the
recovery ships and helos. The video
on these discs is accompanied by
audio of the post-flight press
conferences, with the
astronauts giving 1st hand
descriptions of the mission tasks. It
was a thrill for me to hear the
difficulties presented in learning to
work in a 0-g environment for the
first time, hearing the actual men tell
their stories.

  In addition to the Mighty Saturns
and Project Gemini discs, Spacecraft
Films also has multi DVD sets of the
Apollo 8 circumlunar mission and
the Apollo 11 moon landing mission
available. If you can’t wait for them
to hit your video store, you can order
the sets directly from Spacecraft
films at their website,
www.spacecraftfilms.com which
also has their future projects list.
What’s on that list you ask? Apollo
15, 16 and 17 - 6 disc sets for each
mission featuring the complete audio
downlink and film, plus coverage of
launch, recovery and more
(Quicktime previews of Apollo 15
and 17 are on the site).
  Future products will include Project
Mercury, The X-15, and the
remainder of the Apollo missions.

SpaceCraft Films Project Gemini DVD’s Review AIAA Picnic
By Joe Schepis, 4H Flying Tigers

A better day to fly model
aircraft and launch rockets would
be hard to imagine, especially after
having such a rough week with
Hurricane Isabel. But on Sunday,
September 21, the skies were partly
sunny and the winds were quite
calm in Laurel at the site of the
annual AIAA Aerospace picnic.
Due to the severity of the storm
and the great number of families
still without power for a fourth day,
it wasn’t surprising that only two
Flying Tiger families were able to
attend.

The morning started at 11 AM
but the Schepis family didn’t arrive
until noon. Activities had already
begun with several control line
aircraft demonstrations so we
unfolded our camping chairs and
got comfortable. The partly shady
hill side overlooking the flying
field was the perfect spot to watch
the demonstrations. It immediately
dawned on me that flying control
line airplanes would be a perfect
way to start up club members who
want to get into flying but without
the stress of learning radio control
actuators. A little fuel in the tank, a
little electrical juice to the engine
and these pilots were off for several
minutes of acrobatic flying at
sometimes dizzying speeds. Not
only were the speeds dizzying but
the pilots have to rotate in a circle
as the planes fly. It wouldn’t take
me long to trip and fall over - that’s
why I stick to rockets! But these
guys are professionals and they did
a great job of entertaining the
crowd of about 50 people. I saw
some of my favorites from last year
again. There’s a biplane with
landing gear on both sides that flies
and lands both right-side-up and

By Kevin Johnson, NAR 77083

!
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up-side-down which was a crowd
pleaser. Several pilots flew their
planes in stalls causing them to
hover like a helicopter. Several
pilots managed to land their planes
on the wheels in a picture perfect
touchdown to the applause of the
crowd. Others were less lucky in
their landings with wings breaking
off and performing cartwheels on
landing. Rather than applause,
these pilots received groans and
“oooohs” from the crowd. One kid
remarked “the crashes are
GREAT!” Maybe so, but not if you
have to rebuild you plane!

It didn’t take too long for the
smell of the cookout under the
trees to waft over to our spot in the
grass. We decided to hike on over
there with the yellow jackets for
some hot dogs and hamburgers,
courtesy of a scout troop. Appar-
ently, the yellow jackets enjoy a
good September cookout as much
as we do. Since there were fewer
attending than last year, there was
enough food for Mr. Schepis to
stuff his face more than necessary.
(I left enough for everyone else,
too.)

The planes flew a little longer
than scheduled but finally the
rocketry portion of the afternoon
began. The NARHAMS club had a
really nice 1/70 scale display of the
US space program rockets on
display and were happy to answer
all the questions they received.
NARHAMS was the group respon-
sible for organizing the rocket
launch - like they do at the
Goddard Space Flight Center. After
setting up their equipment,
NARHAMS gave a demonstration
of launching an Estes Alpha III
rocket, just like the ones we built
in our rocketry workshop this last
spring, on a 1/2A, A, B and C
engines. For those of you that are

unaware, an A engine has twice as
much thrust as a 1/2A, a B has
twice as much thrust as an A and a
C has twice as much thrust as a B.
By the time they launched the
Alpha III on the C engine, it went
just about out of site! Quite a feat
of daring on such a small field, but
all the Alpha’s came down within a
short distance of the pads. Their
demonstration also included a
booster glider and a two-stage
saucer that were both very impres-
sive and crowd pleasers!

The Dove family arrived
about this time and Noah repre-
sented his family with his own
Alpha III that he had built. John
Schepis got his Sizzler, Alpha III
and Totally Tubular prepared for
launch with wadding, packing the
parachutes and streamers, install-
ing the igniters and loading the
engines. John decided to fly with
A8-3 engines so he wouldn’t fly
too high and lose and rockets like
he did at the last club meeting at
the DC/RC field. NARHAMS
recommended not flying over 200
feet, so this worked out perfectly.
John was ready to fly the instant
they announced the line up, so he
had two of his rockets in the
number 1 and number 2 positions!
Mr. Schepis was afraid his two-
stage Navaho rocket would greatly
exceed the recommended height,
so he saved it for a bigger field on
another day. He did get to fly his
Gemini two piece booster glider on
a 1/4A engine which went very
well. Lots of kids and a few par-
ents flew that day. Most were
successful but a couple of the
helicopter recovery systems got
fouled up and quite a few other
parachute recovery rockets
snapped their shock cords... the
nose cones drifted down in no

hurry at all while the body tubes
tumbled quickly to collide on the
grass with a bounce or two. Both
Noah and John suffered this fate.
Most of the rockets looked like
they would fly again. I was pleas-
antly surprised to see how many
girls were involved with the launch
this year and they all did a great job
with their rockets.

As we drove home at 3:30,
windows down, enjoying the
breeze, we were excitedly chatting
about the day, recounting our
highlights to each other. Thanks to
Tom Milnes of the Baltimore AIAA
for setting the whole thing up and
to the NARHAMS club for launch
services. We saw great enthusiasm
from the adult sponsors, the attend-
ing parents and especially the kids.
I think this sort of thing is infec-
tious! We can’t wait for it again
next year - it’s only 51-1/2 weeks
away!!
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November Skies- Zog43 AstroBulletin
By Jennifer Ash-Poole, NAR 61415
   Brrr, November. This in-between month of fall and
winter, we honor our veterans, eat some turkey, and get to
have both a lunar and a solar eclipse in one month! But
first, the planets.
   In the beginning of the month, Mars is up around 8 pm
in the south. It will be 40 degrees above the horizon. If
you stretch out your arm, and make a fist, that is 10
degrees. Stack 4 of them, and Mars should be in that area
of the sky. If you are an early bird, then you can see Jupiter
in the east in the mornings, with Saturn overhead.
However, later in the month, Saturn makes an appearance
in the evenings in the East South East.
   What better way to spend Saturday night, November
8th, than watching a total lunar eclipse! Totality is at 1:18
UT (that would be 8:18pm EST for us on the east coast).
Make some hot cocoa, grab a blanket, and try taking some
pictures of the lunar eclipse. Even the kids can stay up for
this one. The Moon rises at 5:53 pm, and see if you can tell when the Earth gets between the Moon and the Sun.
   Nothing is ever good on TV on Saturday evenings, so you might as well watch the stars. Saturn will be rising
around 10pm, so if you have a telescope, watch the Moon, then swing and see the rings. If you have binoculars, you
should have a good view of the Moon as well.
   Right before Turkey Day, take a trip to Antarctica. There will be a total Solar Eclipse there on November 23.
Some parts of Australia will have a partial eclipse. It’s spring down there, so it should be warming up. Then you can
fly back here for winter (or our annual potluck dinner).!

Why isn’t the moon totally dark when Earth gets between it and the sun? It’s because of Earth’s atmosphere.

White light from the Sun is a mixture of all the colors of the rainbow. When a ray of “white” sunlight passes at
grazing incidence through Earth’s atmosphere, molecules and aerosols in the air scatter blue light in all directions
(this is why the sky is blue). The remaining reddish light is bent (refracted) into Earth’s umbral shadow zone,
giving the eclipsed Moon a coppery glow. -- www.science.nasa.gov  Image by: Tony Phillips.

The January 20, 2000 lunar eclipse photographed by
Dominic Cantin.

Eclipse Fact:
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Calendar of Events for 2003

Oct 3 -Monthly meeting, electronics
Oct 5 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Oct 4- Planning meeting College Park
Airport
Oct 11 -Sport launch, Oktoberfest V-2
day, picnic launch
Oct 11-12 -SCST-3 Jonesburg, PA
Oct 17 -Short meeting then Skywriter
building, Hobbytown USA Frederick,
MD
Oct 19 -Demo launch at Capitol
Children’s Museum

Nov 2 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Nov 8 -Sport launch, writing
implement theme
Nov 14 -Monthly meeting, finishing
techniques
Nov 22 - Centennial of Flight display
College Park Airport Museum
Dec 5 -Monthly meeting, pot-luck
holiday party
Dec 7 - Sport Launch, Goddard Space
Flight Center
Dec 13 -Sport launch

   Sport launches are held at Middletown Park from 10am-4pm, waiver up
to 3.3 lbs and “G” motors not exceeding 62.5 grams of propellant.  All
flights “E” power and above are restricted to 5 degrees from vertical and
between the hours of noon and four PM.  Call ahead to confirm launch
and waiver availability.
   Business meetings are held at the College Park Airport Annex Building,
except where noted above. Meetings begin at 7:15pm with building
sessions or presentations and last until 9:00pm or so.  Regular Business
meetings follow until 10:00pm.  If no presentation or building session is
scheduled, please bring whatever project you are working on currently.
   Questions?  Call Club President Don Brown at 410-781-7539 or visit
NARHAMS online at http://www.narhams.org

Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a QUEST
dealer!  Contact us for all your
Quest and MicroMaxx products.

ASP MicroMaxx kits now in stock!

NARHAMS members get special
brother-in-law discounts!!

www.pratthobbies.com
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND
1305 W. 7th Street

Frederick, MD 21702
Phone: 301-694-7395 Fax: 301-694-7394

Show your NARHAMS membership card and receive a
20% discount off rocket kits, motors, and building

supplies!!

!

HAMSter Projects
  Last month I asked what projects
were on our workbench.  This month
you get to read more of what other
club members are working on...

  Doug Pratt: Brian and I are build-
ing all of the Aerospace Specialty
Products Micro-Maxx kits, which are
now in stock and available at Pratt
Hobbies.
That Jayhawk is just toooooo cute.

Vince Pearman:  I’m (re)building
my 1/86 scale Von Braun Ferry
Rocket, (the delta-winged variant)
which unfortunately crashed on its
second flight thanks to my switching
to a cheap
Estes chute
(the kind
with the
fuzzy cotton
shroud lines
that burn
t h r o u g h
when you
look at them
funny - what
WAS I
thinking?...)

Ed Giugliano: Tom Beach said he
needs plans. I’m writing up the A-10
B/G acticle and plans for submission
to Sport Rocketry. Want to finish the
A-10 in gray/gray cammo for
pictures. Just for laughs I’m going to
fly it for B B/G at Steel City.
  Working on competition stuff.
Trying to figure out how to jam 3
13mm motors into a BT-50, for 1/2A
cluster altitude. Need a bigger
hammer, I guess.
  My golf game is really suffering due
to all this rocket building!!!
Tiger Woods I ain’t.

Richard “what am I working on?”
Hickok: A nearly 7 foot tall upscale
of the “Vigilante” (my name for it not
Shrox’s), that
u n r e l e a s e d
Shrox design
I’ve got (red
with one
sphere shape
in it, inverted
V fins on one
side, 3 tube
fins on the
other) 38mm
MMT, that I
can step down
to 29mm if
wanted.
  Got inspired enough by MDRA’s
spontaneous “glider day” last
Sunday, to begin work on George
Gassaway’s gliding Concorde SST &
will start a BT-80 Talos.
  Oh!! Almost forgot to mention, “the
flying hubcap”......initially I thought
it would be like a saucer, but due to
so much open area, it may turn out
to be more like a big, heavy, ring fin
on a more conventional rocket.

One last night launch photo, this is
one of the Ha rockets taking off with a
bright blue LED in the nose.
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Scale Model Challenge
  Think you have the scale building
skills to tackle these subjects?  Here
are a couple of oddball rockets
launched at Wallops Island during
the days of the NACA, the precur-
sor to NASA.
  The photos come to us via the scale
rocketry group at groups.yahoo.com/
group/scaleroc and were scanned by
NAR president Mark Bundick.
  Show us what you’ve got and bring
a model of one of these puppies to a
future club launch!

Top: A B-58 Hustler scale model
before being boosted to mach 2.
Above: An unknown rocket is prepped
by a NACA worker.
Right: A very large Douglas X-3
model on a twin booster.
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This article was provided by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

!

(un)Fasten your Seatbelts
by Patrick Barry and Tony Phillips

  The “fasten seatbelts” light turns
off, and you get up to ask the
stewardess for a pillow; it’s going to
be a long flight. Only a kilometer
ahead in the cloudless sky, a
downward draft of sheering winds
looms. When the plane hits these
winds, the “turbulence” will shake
the cabin violently and you could be
seriously hurt.
  You don’t know about those winds,
of course, and neither does the pilot.
Today’s weather satellites can’t see
winds in clear skies: they rely on the
motion of clouds to infer which way
the winds are blowing.
  “Believe it or not, their best
indication of wind sheer right now is
warnings from aircraft that have gone
through it ahead of them,” says Bill
Smith of NASA’s Langley Research
Center.

  But a new satellite technology being
pioneered by NASA and NOAA
could improve this shaky situation.
It’s called GIFTS, short for
Geosynchronous Imaging Fourier
Transform Spectrometer. GIFTS is
an infra-red sensor that can detect
winds in cloudless skies by watching
the motions of atmospheric water
vapor. Water vapor is mostly
invisible to the human eye, but it
reveals itself to GIFTS by the infra-
red radiation it absorbs.
  Smith is the lead scientist for EO-
3, a satellite designed to test out this
new technology. Slated for launch in
2005 or 2006, EO-3 will carry GIFTS
to Earth orbit where it can produce
3-dimensional movies of winds in the
atmosphere below.
  These wind data will not only
improve safety, but also help the

airlines save money. Knowing the
winds along a flight route allows
airlines to adjust the plane’s fuel load
accordingly, thus reducing the
weight that the engines must lift.
Saved fuel means saved money and
less pollution.
  GIFTS can help planes avoid
another potentially lethal problem,
too: Ice forming on their wings. If a
cloud contains “supercooled” water
droplets whose temperature is below
freezing, those droplets will form ice
on the wings of planes that pass
through it. By looking at about 1700
different frequencies of the light
coming from clouds, GIFTS can
measure the temperature of the cloud
top and determine whether it
contains water droplets that could
cause aircraft icing. With
information from GIFTS in hand,
pilots can simply avoid clouds that
appear dangerous.
  Once EO-3 demonstrates the
accuracy of GIFTS, airlines will be
able to capitalize on this potential to
make flying a cheaper and safer
experience.
  Learn more about the GIFTS
instrument and other advanced
technologies being tested on the EO-
3 mission at nmp.jpl.nasa.gov/eo3.
Kids can go to The Space Place to
play a data compression game
related to EO-3 at
s p a c e p l a c e . n a s a . g o v /

eo3_compression.htm .
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ZOG-43, The ONL ONL ONL ONL ONLYYYYY NAR Section Newsletter Published Monthly!

ZOG - FORTY THREE
5269 Rivendell Lane, Apt 5
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND 21044

Launch Schedule
SPORT LAUNCH

Goddard Space Flight Center
Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

October 5th

SPORT/LAUNCH
V2/Oktoberfest Theme

Middletown Park
10:00AM-4:00PM

October 11th

SPORT LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
1:00PM-2:00PM

October 5th

Next Issue’s submission
deadline is NOVember 10!


